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ABSTRACT

A method to determine the onset of vapor condensa-

tion by homogeneous nucleation in the unsteady flow in

a centered expansion wave generated in a shock tube is

described. The test gas , consisting of an inert car-

rier gas and a vapor, is taken to be an inviscid per-

fect gas , and the flow is assumed to remain isentropic

up to the point of onset of condensation . The latter

assumption is valid in experiments where onset is made

to occur at the tail of the expansion . Under these

conditions the condensation rate is found by combining

gasdynamics and the kinetics of nucleation and droplet

growth. The method discussed is not limited to a particular

choice of the kinetic equations . Finally , we present

as an illustration , a procedure with which the nud e-

ation rate in an experiment may be deduced and compared

with theory.
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NOMENCLATURE

a sound speed

c wave velocity (~ x/t).

g mass fraction of condensate

J nucleation rate

N droplet concen tration

• p pressure

p
~, 

saturation vapor pressure over a flat surface.

r radius

B universal gas constant

t time

T temperature

u flow velocity

x distance from center of expansion wave

~~~ 
y2, Y3 

— defined in Eqs . (13), (15), and (16).

y specific heat ratio

r modification to the classical nucleation rate , Eq.(2’4).

molecular weight

p density

a surface tension

T temporal variable of integration

x spatial variable of integration 
• •

Subscript ~ 
-

,

c condensate

c~ classical

o initial state of expansion ~~~~~~~~

obs observation station • .. 

• 

~~
• . ,

v vapor 
•

Superscript 
• 

• .

* critical cluster 
~ /~

,b
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INTRODUCTION

The use of shock tubes in studies of vapor condensa-

tion began with the experiments of Wegener and Lundquist

[1] who employed the unsteady isentropic expansion of the

driver gas resulting from diaphragm rupture to obtain the

rapid cooling required in achieving condensation by homo-

geneous nucleation. Since then , this technique has been

extended by a number of investigators : Glass and Patterson L

[2] obtained time-distance (t-x) records of condensation

of water vapor in moist air with a streak camera and

schlieren photography . Their results confirmed qualita-

tively the shape of the condensation onset curve to be
**expected on a t-x diagram as noted by Heybey and Reed [3]

Figure 1 is a schematic t-x diagram of such a flow. In the

absence of condensation , the characteristics , which are

• lines of constant thermodynamic state , for the ideal expan-

sion are straight lines centered at the origin [Li] .  For a

• given initial vapor pressure , it has been found [5 ,6] that

* Numbers in brackets designate References at the end of
paper.
** They used the term “condensation shock” instead of the
term onset of condensation commonly used today . This latter
terminology implies the fact that a shock is often not pre-
sent in condensing flows.
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con dens ation ons et occurs at a larger supercooling (i.e.

lower temperature) when the cooling rate is higher , and

vice versa. Hence , nearer to the origin , onset occurs

closer to the tail of the expansion wave while infinitely

f ar from the diaphra gm , onset approaches the saturation

• point asymptotically . The onset curve terminates at the

point K where it intersects the tail of the expansion.

• First quantitative experiments on concensation in a

shock tube were attempted by Courtney [7], who made

static pressure and light scattering measurements at four

observation stations along the shock ~ t~be driver. Three

vapors , H2O , CH3OH and CCt4 , were studied.- However , the

uncertainties in his experiments precluded the determin-

ation of the thermodynamic state at the onset of condensa-

tion from his data. Kawada and Mon [8] first reported

successful experiments with CHCR~2F, CH3CL , C2C2.,F3, and

CH3OH in a shock tube. In addition to static pressure ,

they measured the gas density during the expansion using

a laser Mach-Zehnder interferometer. The appearance of

condensate droplets was detected by light extinction , and

experimental condensation onset was defined by these

authors as the point where the transmitted light has been

attenuated by 5%. Using a similar setup , Kaira [91 did

experiments on condensation of water vapor , and critical

supersaturation data were obtained . Taking advantage of

the relative ease with which the composition and initial

temperature of the test gas may be changed in shock tube

experiments, Barschdorff [10] studied at our laboratory

the carrier gas effects on condensation of water vapor

by homogeneous nucleation. Barschdorff’s work is probably

the first successful use of the shock tube to provide data

on the homogeneous nucleation rate of vapor condensation .
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It has been recognized that condensation in the ex-

pansion wave , where the flow is subsonic in the experi-

ments cited , may cause an up stream inf luence due to the

addition of latent heat to the flow . Thus the gasdynamic

state at the observation station may be affected by prior

condensation elsewhere in the expansion wave . For example ,

the state at point A in Figure 1 may have been altered by

the condensation and heat addition having occurred between

points A and K in Figure 1. Barschdorff noted that at

• point K , there could be no prior influence of the gasdynamic

state since condensation could not have occurred before

time t
k• Instead of moving the observation station X

obs
to coincide with the point K , Barschdorff adjusted the

initial pressure in the driven section to move the termin-

ating characteristic so that it intersects with the onset
*

curve at the fixed observation station. In this way the

uncertainty in the state of the gas arising from heat addi-

tion effects [11] may be avoided and the onset point may be

determined with confidence. This technique has further been

used by Lee [12] on H20 and D20 , and Wu and Belle [13] to

study the binary nucleation of H20 and C2H5OH mixtures .

Other regions of the shock tube flow have been used to

produce the environment for test vapors to condense. The

shock wave (or the reflected shock) in the driven section

is often chosen to heat and vaporize £1143 or to decompose

[15-18] a substance to produce the test vapor. The tempera-

ture behind the shock causing the reaction may be below the

* Termed “matched expansion in the driver section” by
Barschdorff. This technique is especially valuable if one
deals with a steel shock tube , where the observation station
cannot be moved readily .
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saturation temperature of the vapor and , in time , conden-

sation may occur in the uniform flow region following the

shock wave [15 ,17 ,18]. On the other hand , if the shock

temperature is hi gh enough to produce a superheated vapor ,

the vapor may then be cooled in an expansion wave formed

by rupturing a secondary diaphragm [14] or by the inter-

action of the contact surface with the shock wave reflected

from the end plate of the driven section [16]. However ,the

difficulties in the accurate gasdynamic characteristics of

these complex flows and in the determination of the onset

of condensation in the relatively gradual condensation pro-

cess in a uniform flow have made it impossible to date to

obtain reliable nucleation rate data from these experiments .

ANALYSIS OF THE CONDENSATION PROCESS IN A

CENTERED EXPANSION WAVE.

The one-dimensional flow in a centered expansion fan

differs from that in the well-known isentropic expansion

occurring in a nozzle mainly in that it is unsteady. Thus ,

an observer located at a fixed position X
obs 

sees , as time

goes on , different fluid elements which have undergone dif-

ferent flow histories. The variation of a flow variable

with time as recorded at a fixed position is in fact a suc-

cession of instantaneous values taken on by different fluid

elements as they flow past this location. To compute the

total mass fraction g(x
0~~~ 

t) of condensate at a given

time t at the observation station X
ObS 

it is necessary to

trace the fluid element back to its initial position and
*

integrate the amount condensed along the particle path.

Consider a fluid element at (x ,t). A droplet of con-

densate contained in this fluid element must be formed at a

* The approach here is analogous to Oswatitsch ’s original
treatment [5) of condensation process in steady nozzle flow ,
discussed by many authors , e.g., Wu [19].

~

- -—-—-—— • •~~--— •-—-• - .
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point , say (x,i), upstream on the same particle path
with an initial radius r

0
(x,-r). The droplet will grow

to its present size r (x,T; x , t) by condensation of

vapor molecules on its surface , i.e.,

t

dt. (1)r(x,T; x ,t) r
0

(x , t) + J ~ r(x~t; x,
t )

a t
-r

Her e , the integration is to be carried out .along the

particle path passing through (x ,t). The integrand

3r(x,r ;  x ,t)/at may be identified as the droplet growth

rate which in turn is a function of the local states of the

gas and the droplet .

Let J ( x , -r ) be the nucleation rate , i.e., the rate of

formation of new nuclei of criticsl size per unit volume at

(x,t); then J (X,- r ) / p ( X , T) is the number of nuclei formed at

(x,T )  per unit mas s of the flui d per unit time , and the mass

contained in these droplets is

4IT 
__________r3(x ,t; x,t) 
j(X,-r~ Pc

(X
~

t )
p (x,

Consequently , the mass frac tion g of condensate in the

fluid element at (x ,t) is the integral of all droplets

form ed before (x ,t). Thus ,

t

g(x t) 
mass of condensate 47L p0(x ,t )  

~ r
3
(x,t;x,t )  ~~~~~~~total mass of fluid ~~ 3

° (2)

Again , the integra~tion is to be performed along the particle
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path. The nucleation rate J and gas density p are both

functions of the thermodynamic state at (x,r), which may

be found from gasdynamic considerations. We shall post-

pone the discussion of the kinetic equations of droplet growth

and nuc leation to the nex t section and review briefly the

f low in an ideal centered expansi on fan without condensa-

tion.

The gasdynamic analysis of the expansion flow is sub-

stantially simplified if we assume that the flow along the

particle path under consideration remains isentropic until

the actual onset of condensation. This assumption is valid

in experiments done with “matched expansion” technique dis-

cussed before. Moreover , it is assumed that the flow is
*

inviscid and the mixture of vapor and carrier gas remains

a thermally and calorically perfect gas . For many vapors ,

e.g. H20, the perfect gas assumption is valid for the rela-

tively low vapor pressures (<0.1% of the critical pressure)

typically found in the experiments. If a polyatomic vapor

is used it may be necessary to relax the assumption of Ca-
**loric ideality

The solution for the centered expansion of a perfect gas

is well known [4]. It can be shown that lines of constant

(xlt) are the characteristics of this problem on which fluid

veloci ty , temperature , pressure , density , etc., are constant.

The local fluid velocity u and spee d of sound a are related

to the speed of sound a
0 

in the un disturbed fluid ahead of

the expansion wave by (see Fi g. 1)

u Cc + a0
) 
~ 

(3)

* This is an excellent assumption considering the typical
Reynolds numbers of 5X10 5 .
** This is found to be the case for SF6 vapor , in which the
vibrational modes contribute appreciably to its specific
heats even at 200 K.
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and

a~~ a
0

_ Ij!u (4)

where c x/t and

R 
(5)

a0~~~~~
y~~~~ T0

The other properties of interest are given by the usual

isentropic relations ,

2 

(

~~~~~~~~~~~

(

~~~~~
Y l  

(6)

The particle path of a fluid element may be obtained

by integrating the local fluid velocity , since by defini-

tion ,

dx
u (7)

along particle path .

Together with Eq.C3), this equation may be integrated to

give the required equa tion of the particle path in the

x-t plane ,

a t  ~ t ~y+l
X + 2 — (y+l)~~~

2 • (8)

The initial conditions chosen are the initial position of

the particle x
0 

and the time , t
0

, when the head of the ex-

pansion fan reaches x
0 

(Fig. 1). The head of the expansion

fan is also the leading characteristic which propagates

into the undisturbed fluid with speed a0
. Therefore , 

-

•

x - a t .
0 0 0
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Usin g the par ticle path , x x (t) and x x (t), one

may express the condensate mass fraction g for a parti-

cular fluid element identified by its initial position

(x
0
,t
0
) in terms of the single variable t ,

4-n p (t)
• g(t) 

3
C r3(T ,t) 

~~~~~ 

dr  , (9)

t
o

where p 0, r, J and p are evaluated along this particle

path. Likewise , Eq. (1) becomes.

r(
~~,t) r~

() a~~(t ,t)  
dt . (10)

Analogous to the treatment [19] of condensing steady

nozzle flow , a set of four simultaneous first order differ-

ential equations may be obtained by successive differentia-

t i~ n of Eq . (9). Thus ,

dg(t) 4-nP
~
(t)

~~ I
t 
J(T)r2 (T ,t) ar (r,t) dT + 

J(t)r~ (T ,t)~
dt 3 J p (T) ~t 

p (t)
‘~ 

t
o

(11)

A si gnificant simplification of Eq.(l1) can be made if the drop-

growth rat e 3r /at  may be -t aken out of the integral.  This is per-

missible when a suitable average growth rate ~‘(t) is assigned

to all droplets present in this f luid element, as is commonly

done in the solution of condensation in steady nozzle flows

[19]. Under this assumption , Eq. (11) becomes
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dg (t) 

~ 
p 

~
(t)J ~~~~~~~~~~

T ,t)
d + 
1

p
~ 
J(t)r

0
3 (t)

(12)

where the quantity r(t,t) evaluated at t t  has been re-

placed by the initial radius of the nuclei formed at t.

Here , the integral on the right hand side is the total
• exposed area of all the droplets , hence , the first term

on the right hand side is the condensation rate due to

growth of all droplets. The second term is that due to

the formation of new droplets at t. Letting

y
1
(t)  ~f j ( ~~~t ,t ) 

dT , (13)

one gets

J(t)r 3(t)
d~~t) 4irp Y

1
(-t ) ‘(t) + 

~c p (t) 
(14)

Similarly , with

~ 2
(t) f ~ J(T)r(T,t) dT , (15)

to

and

Y
3
(t) di , (16)
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• 

•ne gets , by successive differentiation ,

dY (t) J(t)r 2 (t )

dt 
2 Y

2
(t) :~

(t )  + 
pCt) 

(17)

dY
2
(t) J(t)r (t)

dt 
Y
3
(-t ) 2~(t) + p (t) 

(18)

and
dY (t)

• dt pTtJ

Certain other quantities , e.g. , the droplet concen-

tration N , and various averages of the droplets radii ,

may easily be calculated from the Y’s. Thus ,

N(t) p (t) Y
3
(t) , (20)

the arithmetic mean radius of the droplets is

• Y (t )
(21)

and the mass mean radius is

1/3

~ 3
(t) 

[4-nP: Y
3( t)]  

. ( 2 2 )  H

METHOD OF SOLUTION

Provi ded the droplet growth and nucleation rates x~’

and J are known as functions of the instantaneous thermo-

dynamic state of the gas and droplets , Eqs. (14), (17),

(18), and (19) may be integrated numerically as an initial

- •
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• value problem yielding g(t) along a particular particle

path. It should be noted that these equations are not

limited to any particular choice of the kinetic equations .

In fact any equations for droplet growth and nucleation

(not necessarily homogeneous nucleation) may be used. We

shall , however , discuss as an example how these equations

have been used by us in evaluating our experiments [6].

When condensation by homogeneous nucleation is con-

sidered , the initial radius r may be taken [19] to be
*
0

that of a critical cluster r given by the Gibbs-Thomson

equation
2 a  p

v (23)r RT p £n (p fp 1c v

The droplets in a condensate aerosol in the onset zone are

f oun d to be very small (r ~ 0.01 Mm ) in typical shock tube

experiments where the mean free path is of the order of

0.1 pm. Their growth process is hence governed by free

molecular flow conditions . Droplet growth laws applicable

here are available [6). In contrast to the droplet growth ,

there is serious disagreement over the homogeneous nucle-

ation rate equations applicable to condensation of vapors.

Here , we shall adopt the approach [6) used in eval-

uating nozzle data and assume

j = r (2k)

Here , 
~~~ 

is the rate given by the so-called “classical

theory” of homogeneous nucleation , and r represents the

modification to classical theory resulting from statistical

mechanics considerations of the nucleation process. The

value of r is believed to vary only gradually in the con-

densation zone [6].
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To date , a theoretical solution to r is not available .

Using an experimentally found nucleation rate 
~exp ’ 

we can

then determine r when the classical rate is calculated.

In practice , F is found in an inverse fashion by iteration.

Thus , constant trial values of F are used in Eq. (24) which

is in turn substituted into Eqs. (14), (17-19) to calculate

g(t). If this calculated g shows an onset of condensation

which agrees with experimental observations , the assumed

value of F is taken to be the solution . Otherwise the pro-

cedure is repeated with a different trial value of I’. This

method has been used successfully in evaluating shock tube

experiments on condensation of H20 [10,12], D2O [12], and

CCLI, and CHC~.3 [6 ,20]. The values of r determined in these

experiments agree well with those of nozzle experiments.

• SUMMARY

In conclusion , we found that using the “matched expansion”

technique , the shock tube may be applied to the study of con-

densation by homogeneous nucleation . The state at the onset

of condensation may be determined free from gasdynamic uncer-

• tainties due to heat addition affects. A method of analyzing

the condensation process in such unsteady expansion flows using

any desired droplet growth and nucleation rate equations has

been developed and found successful in evaluating experiments

with several vapors .
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FIGURE CAPTION

Figure 1: Schematic t-x diagram of a centered expansion

wave with condensation formed in a shock tube .

Point 0 represents (x
0
,t
0
), and point K,

(x
ob$

,t
k
).
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method to determine the onset of vapor condensation by
homogeneous nucleation in the unsteady flow in a centered expan-
sion wave generated in a shock tube is described. The test gas ,
consisting of an inert carrier gas and a vapor, is taken to be an
inviscid perfect gas, and the flow is assumed to remain isentropic
up to the point of onset of condensation . The latter assumption
is valid in experiments where onset is made to occur at the tail
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f the expansion. Under these conditions the condensation rate
is found by combining gasdynamics and the kinetics of nucleation
and droplet growth . The method discussed is not limited to a
particular choice of the kinetic equations. Finally , we present
as an illustration , a procedure with which the nucleation rate
in an experiment may be deduced and compared with theorY~~
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